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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED AT THE MARIAN CENTER OF
FIGUEIRA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

At the Marian Centers of the world consecrated by Your Heavenly Mother, by Christ and by Saint
Joseph, are spiritually kept precious pearls of Light that, lit in the essences of souls, awaken
conversion.

Those are the treasures of Heaven that My Divine Soul comes to pour each time that I am present
among My dear children; it is in this way that My Maternal Spirit establishes at each Marian Center
one Gift of God that allows to awaken the redemption of the hearts and of all consciousness that
pass by them in prayer.

The Sacred Family made use of these treasures of which I speak in order to carry out the redeeming
work of humanity. It is in this way that the spiritual relics are to be found deposited, for example, at
this Sacred Marian Center where the Celestial Hierarchy still develops a planetary task in union
with all the consciousness that are here to sustain the vortex of light that is opened over each Marian
Center.

In these final times when humanity will define its next destiny, I ask you, dear children, that you
never get tired of being guardians of all the treasures and all the Graces that the Celestial
Messengers have poured with much love. 

In this time when redemption and the planetary healing are essential, may your hearts always renew
and be guardians of the divine legacy that will have its fruits and its victory in the next humanity.

As once I told you, dear children, you are guardians and successors of a divine knowledge that is
kept at all the Marian Centers.

In prayer, work every day so that this knowledge and these divine codes expand more and more in
the world and in the consciousness that need it the most.

May the living remembrance of the treasures of the instruction always motivate you to take your
steps toward My Son and for the fulfillment of the sacred Plan of Love.

May the flame of your hearts never be extinguished and may it always be united to the flame of
Your Heavenly Mother, thus We will reconstruct this humanity.

I thank you for responding My call! 

Who impels you to move forward,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


